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	[image: $25 or an amount of your choosing for vulnerable women]Donate $25 or an amount you choose for vulnerable women the world over. Here. The RINJ Foundation is a global Women' s Rights & Women safety NGO in Special Consultative Status with the United Nations since 2017, providing services like women's shelters, rape & birth clinics in difficult regions where women are most vulnerable. In these times of war and disease, RINJ Women are feeding food-insecure families as well.




Join the HIV/AIDS fight. Try our HIV-Transmission-Quiz.
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What's happening now?
Did you know that Women stay abreast of world events some men think only THEY can manage? RINJ Women invite you to read our world news reports, opinions and research from a Feminine-Perspective.



World News Headlines

Headline: Israel violated the right to exist as a state. Today in Gaza by Dr. Abbasi.
By Behar Abbasi, Mon, 08 Apr 2024 17:48:22 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
The Gaza Genocide in its on-the-ground reality in the rubble of Gaza, particularly northern Gaza, has a magnitude of atrocity never before recorded. As Israel reduces its military presence in Gaza, rejuvenating troops, preparing for the invasion of Rafah, we …   Continue reading →

Headline: WCK assassinated because Israel does not want Gazans fed
By Micheal John OBrien, Sat, 06 Apr 2024 17:12:43 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
What did the World Central Kitchen folks do wrong to deserve assassination? They violated Israeli Minister Gallant's 9 Oct. order to starve Palestinians. America's new sick charade of pretending to care about Palestinian lives is carried out in a hot-air …   Continue reading →

Headline: Banning Al Jazeera is a bad idea. We need to know truth.
By Micheal John OBrien, Fri, 05 Apr 2024 18:28:23 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
Israelis around the world are at best uncertain and at the worst, furious at the nationalistic Netanyahu government that might be more fascist than was Hitler. Obviously, it is a reality that many Israelis are publicly voicing that specific concern …   Continue reading →

Headline: Human race pointed at extinction unless we change leaders, end NATO
By Micheal John OBrien, Thu, 04 Apr 2024 22:10:13 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
Human extinction is not only possible, but likely. Scientists could not have said that in the days of Maggie Thatcher, Francois Mitterrand, Helmut Kohl and Ron Reagan. Notwithstanding nuclear weapons, bio-weapons, SARS viruses, there are also pollution, climate change disasters, …   Continue reading →

Headline: American spook saw opportunity that could not be ignored, just like Crocus Hall
By Rosa Yamamoto, Tue, 02 Apr 2024 18:30:42 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
The Israeli attack on Iranian diplomatic quarters and a consular office was coordinated between ISIS in Idlib governorate, Israel in Washington DC, the Pentagon and the U.S. State department. The attack was against the planners of recent attacks on American …   Continue reading →

Headline: Sick Israel literally destroyed al Shifa Hospital complex.
By Behar Abbasi, Mon, 01 Apr 2024 12:17:10 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
The most advanced full-service hospital complex in the entire region, circa 1946, has been destroyed, 512 and counting women, children, patients, doctors, nurses killed by Israel. By Behar Abbasi in Gaza. Many of the thousands of displaced Palestinians seeking shelter …   Continue reading →

Headline: USA media and officials continue to lie about Hamas attack
By Micheal John OBrien, Sun, 31 Mar 2024 23:04:06 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
7 October gang rapes, beheaded babies, the butchery, are all propaganda lies told repeatedly by Western politicians. None of this happened. The examples of Western media lies repeat daily to somehow fool the North American public. One of the worst …   Continue reading →

Headline: Canadian Prof says Resolution 2728 (2024) Binding. USA/Israel maintains plan to kill Gaza civilians
By Micheal John OBrien, Fri, 29 Mar 2024 12:10:10 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
Law: A UNSCR is considered binding when it creates obligations for its target. We are watching a Biden obfuscation campaign. They still intend to slaughter Palestinians. While the expiring Biden Administration has its talking heads saying the UN Security Council …   Continue reading →

Headline: Nonbinding. America trashes ICJ, UNSC and UN implying Israel can continue Genocide
By Sharon Santiago, Thu, 28 Mar 2024 21:31:03 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
UNSC hah hah hah. To help placate Jewish campaign funders for Biden a U.S. Admiral says to the world, “UNSC Ceasefire Resolutions are nonbinding, meaningless.” The United States’ recent actions in the United Nations Security Council have brought the Biden …   Continue reading →

Headline: More ICJ steps taken to rein in Criminal Rogue Israel
By Melissa Hemingway, Thu, 28 Mar 2024 20:01:22 GMT
[image: Feminine-Perspective Magazine Headline Image]
Click to see enlarged image.
“There are no global laws for human rights and warfare that Israel has not broken. Benjamin Netanyahu is a thief and a person who has bilked his constituents repeatedly say prosecutors in Israel, yet in spite of his mass murder …   Continue reading →




Vaccinate! A 2020 View on Health Threats

In-Depth Healthy Women and Families Feature

Please help cure the ignorance about immunization. AntiVaxxers are a serious threat to global health.  Please share this information.


[image: Endemic smallpox, polio, measles, pertussis & rubella are vaccine-preventable disease only if all humans maintain the resistance. Some disease are spreading because of never-established or waning immunity. That's the case for universal immunization and keeping the human race alive.]Text in Image: Endemic smallpox, polio, measles, pertussis & rubella are vaccine-preventable disease only if all humans maintain the resistance. Some disease are spreading because of never-established or waning immunity. That's the case for universal immunization and keeping the human race alive. Photo Credit: Melissa Hemingway/Feminine-Perspective Magazine






The RINJ Foundation




Join our fight against HIV/AIDS. Try our HIV-Transmission-Quiz.




Other fundamental women's issues suggested for your reading.

	BreastFeeding
	Feminism
	Female Genital Mutilation
	Gropers
	#MeToo
	Mysogyny vs Gender Equality
	Nuclear Disarmament
	Pornography
	Prostitution
	Rape and Sexual Assault defined
	Women's Literature
	War Crime of Rape
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